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How Managed Print Services Will Transform Your Business

Business owners are letting money slip through their �ngers – and it’s not 
through advertising. It’s not through IT spending. It’s through an overlooked, 
unregulated print environment.

What are Managed Print Services?

Today’s businesses don’t know what they’re spending on printing. 

Researchers at Gartner Group found that over half of companies 

don’t know how much they spend on printing. Further analysis 

showed that companies spend up to 3% of business revenue on 

print processes, materials, and management. That’s an entire 

marketing budget for a typical small business.

With proportional spending for print management that high, it’s time to invest some serious attention into business printing. But 

it takes a lot of expertise to manage user behavior, predict resource consumption, maintain system security, and administrate a 

busy office print fleet. 

Today, business owners are turning to Managed Print Services as a solution. With the right MPS partner, companies can benefit 

from outsourced comprehensive print environment expertise. This means they don’t have to reprioritize their own IT department 

or take on process and flow reorganization alone – and best of all, they will actually save money.

A Managed Print Services (MPS) relationship is a business partnership. Companies outsource expertise for full-service print 

management, and in-turn receive smoother processes, security support, and up to 30% savings on business printing.

Since MPS solutions are a long-term collaboration, choosing a provider is crucial to receiving the right service and getting the best 

outcomes. Office Technologies offers a full suite of MPS Solutions tailored to each client’s needs based on a detailed print 

assessment. This free assessment looks at each component of a company’s print environment for inefficiencies and 

vulnerabilities and paves the way for a specified MPS plan.

UP TO 30% SAVINGS ON BUSINESS PRINTING

Spend of business revenue
on print processes, materials and management
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How O�ce Technologies Delivers MPS Solutions
Office Technologies relies on 25 years of industry experience to deliver customized solutions to meet its clients’ print needs. 

These services address processes that accrue significant business costs, demand a high level of staff and IT attention and don’t 

translate directly to business outputs or client relations. In other words, they let companies focus on their business – not their 

print environments. For businesses large and small, Office Technologies delivers MPS services including:

1. Cost Controls and Budget Visibility O�ers Maximum 
Administrative Capabilities

MPS solutions empower businesses with a detailed, 

top-down view of their printing budgets. Administrators 

can track utilization, resource consumption, and ongoing 

cost savings from their MPS contract with simple metrics. 

2. A Centralized, Streamlined System Simpli�es Use and 
Lowers Cost

Businesses that have different printer service vendors, 

different print resource management personnel, and 

different IT support processes for their print environments 

are losing money. Centralizing these functions all within an 

MPS provider not only saves time and money, but helps to 

ensure that all these different pieces work together 

seamlessly. 

3. Up-to-Date Software Means More Security (and Less 
Downtime)

Here’s an all-too-common pain point for businesses: a 

frustrated user struggling to download a printer driver 30 

minutes before an important meeting. An MPS provider 

ensures that printer drivers and firmware are up-to-date 

across a business’ entire print network at all times. This 

means that users can print to any networked printer from 

any compatible device – with no frustrating downtime.

4. Outsourced Solutions Frees Up In-House IT Resources

Research by IDC reveals that more than 35% of IT helpdesk 

calls are related to printing activities. Businesses that 

outsource these calls to an MPS provider can spend more 

time addressing their technical systems and reprioritizing 

their IT resources towards the heart of their business 

processes.

5. Print Optimization Tightens Processes for the Highest 
Returns

Successfully managing a print environment means 

successfully managing user behavior. With usage tracking 

and print flow monitoring, MPS solutions enable 

businesses to place their highest-capacity print hardware 

in the highest-volume areas of the workplace, meaning 

they can get the highest return from their printers and 

MFPs.

6. Inventory Control and Automated Supplies Ful�llment 
Cuts Costs

Running out of ink is expensive for businesses. Displaced 

printer jobs and hardware downtime can cost energy and 

personnel hours. Similarly, ordering too many consumable 

supplies can cost in the event of hardware changes or 

distribution changes that affect ink, toner, and paper 

pricing. With automated supply fulfillment and competitive 

pricing on resources, an MPS provider ensures that 

businesses always have the supplies they need at the best 

price available. 
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7. Print Usage Tracking Empowers Business Owners to Manage User Behavior

Understanding how the staff is behaving in a print environment not only helps business owners to optimize their print hardware 

and resources, but also to notice any unexpected changes. Administrators can track ongoing usage of color printing, for 

example, to ensure that resources are being spent appropriately at all devices in the print fleet. 

8. Knowing and Monitoring Print Costs Eliminates Unpleasant Surprises

Regardless of the billing structure of an MPS provider, there should never be any surprises on regular statements. This is thanks 

to the close monitoring of print costs and effective management of the regular use of resources. Any deviation from the norm 

is quickly identified rather than quietly spiraling out of control, and businesses can act immediately to address these issues. 

Budget predictability also supports long-term planning for businesses, so printing costs can become a metric to count on for 

annual budgets and 5-year plans.  

Managed Print Services aren’t just good for businesses – they’re good for the environment, too. 
Office Technologies’ MPS solutions empower companies with access to recycling services for 
consumables through: 

Toner Recycling:

Office Technologies is a Responsible 

Recycling partner for ink, toner, and 

other print materials.

Remanufactured Cartridges: 

Office Technologies offers 

remanufactured ink cartridges that 

rival brand names within a 2% margin 

of success.

Minimized Waste and Unnecessary 

Printing: 

Fewer unnecessary print jobs and 

less printed paper means lower costs 

and a smaller carbon footprint for 

businesses. 

Get Started with a Free Print Assessment
The first step towards taking control of business printing is performing a print assessment. This assessment sheds light on the 

strengths and weaknesses of a print environment, and sets a clear roadmap for the future. Contact Office Technologies for more 

information. 

Ready to get started? At Office Technologies, we offer a free Print Assessment from one of 
our expert print specialists, who will help your business identify how much you could be 
saving with Managed Print Services.

Request an assessment or a free quote today! 


